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document which protests quite vehemently against all state-
ments about forced labour, famine, etc., in the Soviet Union. I
lay stress on this declaration because, in my view, this manifesto,
issued by a number of eminent visitors at a time when the
severest famine and distress prevailed in wide regions of Russia
(a fact reported on by special correspondents of leading English
papers who made their own local investigations) is the clearest
evidence of the success of that branch of Russian propaganda
which is based upon foreign guests of honour and their
"unbiased opinions." (What is striking about this declaration
is the special tone, the histrionic note, with which the position
of the Russian workers, the new spirit and the pleasure taken
in work are praised as compared with conditions in the non-
Commimist world. This is quite contrary to the admissions
contained in the Kremlin's own decrees.)
There is something profoundly tragic in the way in which
visitors to Russia treat the populace; for most of them have
no idea that their conduct is harmful, nor, above all, do they
realize the effect of their attitude. Travellers arrive in Moscow,
Leningrad, Kharkov or Kiev. They take a lively interest in
artistic achievements, social experiments, in the theories and
catchwords of the rulers; but in one thing they take no interest—
the fete of the unhappy people at whose expense these unique,
unprecedented experiments are undertaken. Even the initiated
almost seem to hold the view that the fate of people in Soviet
Russia no longer concerns the world, perhaps just because it is
inevitable.
The same reproach may be levelled in particular against the
foreign journalists who year in and year out have admiringly
described the construction of the giant concerns without
troubling—as was their first duty—to investigate and reveal the
human aspect of these grandiose experiments, and the burden
and distress which they inevitably brought on the population.
Often one had the impression that the travellers, experts and
specialists treated Russia like a kind of experimental chamber.

